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Abstract: This approach, known as electronic voting, provides the most secure form of voting for the election process. Electronic voting in corporate and governmental elections has not been fully addressed. There was enough potential to enhance present techniques and propose new protocols that would make the voting system more resistant to various attacks. This research discussed how blockchain technology might be utilized to build a highly maintainable, scalable, accurate, transparent, and immutable electronic voting system. The research presents an in-depth architectural design and a reference implementation of the Hyperledger Fabric private blockchain technology.
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1. Introduction

The current voting procedure was based on pen and paper. Today’s Current Population of voters mostly uses ballot paper. Even in Sri Lanka, the system has remained as same for centuries. There were several benefits to paper voting methods. However, paper ballots were provided a variety of costs, integrity, and accessibility concerns. There were substantial expenses associated with conventional paper voting, which made it an expensive venture for governments and, ultimately, their voters. When it comes to electronic voting, refers to any method of voting or comparing that makes use of cutting-edge technology. Numerous polling locations across the globe have already used paper scanners to count paper votes. An electronic voting machine's primary benefit was its speed. At present, electoral voting seems to be a significant probability. However, there were certain downsides to consider with computerized voting. While voting online may seem convenient, moving to paper ballots might threaten the democratic system's credibility. One of the most serious disadvantages of computerized voting machines now was election hacking.

Without a robust security framework, hostile actors may compromise the system and alter its output. This was the origin of blockchain. The blockchain technology has the potential to create an apparently impenetrable structure. When people were voting, they need privacy and do not necessarily want to know whom they voted for. Voting on the blockchain enables you to stay anonymous. As with blockchain transactions, voters may maintain anonymity by using their private keys. They may vote methodically without fear of others discovering their vote. Personal privacy may inspire more users to engage and vote. Implementing Blockchain with an evoting system reduced the fault of the voting system in Sri Lanka. To improve the safety of votes by who votes and for whom votes, to improve the efficiency and Consume time consumption of the voting process, and to secure the voter’s privacy.

2. Literature Review

The development of the Internet over the past two decades has completely changed how people connect, communicate, and trade information. Politics have also been impacted by this growth, which has prompted rising nations to start prospective digital voting initiatives to promote democracy for their citizens. Although digital voting has been available for some time, election officials worldwide were just now beginning to adopt it. Kenya has had many elections throughout the years, and one of the biggest challenges the electoral body has faced was the people's scepticism of the results, especially since the emergence of multiparty. There was much violence around the country in 2007 following the announcement of the presidential election results. Approximately 1,300 people lost their lives in the immense damage that followed, and approximately 600,000 had to leave their homes. A large amount of property was also lost. According to the Commonwealth Observer Group's Investigation report for Kenya's 2007 general elections, the Kenyan Electoral Commission was unable to confirm the precision of the counting process, raising concerns about the validity of the election results (Kenya Human Rights Commission, 2007). For the first time, biometric authentication was used to register voters electronically for the 2013 election. However, there was still variance in how the results were handled and how they were tabulated at the federal level, which feeds instability in various sections of the nation. When the Supreme Court declared the 2018 election's results unlawful owing to a lack of trust, we observed a similar pattern. Our research identified the usage of Blockchain technology in the development of a voting application as the choice that may address the difficulties mentioned due to the absence of a single point of failure. With the help of blockchain, hundreds of separate computers may work together as a single entity, giving them more overall power than a few centralized servers. Any central database that depends on the accuracy of the data being maintained by a third party was prone to corruption. Structure for the blockchain that only allows appendes. It was challenging to update or remove information.
that had already been entered on earlier blocks since information can only be added to the database.

**What was Blockchain**

A blockchain was a basic data structure first proposed by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 for the peer-to-peer currency known as Bitcoin. Satoshi Nakamoto proposed a peer-to-peer payment system that allows cash transactions through the Internet without relying on trust or the need for a financial institution. By design, blockchain was safe, and it's an example of a system with high byzantine failure tolerances. Bitcoin was widely regarded as the first use of a cryptographic hash (also known as a digital fingerprint) to prevent the "double spending" problem in a network of computers.

The Blockchain receives a block as soon as it was produced. When new blocks were received, the system kept a watch on them and updated the chain accordingly. A 'chain' of blocks was the simplest explanation. A block was a collection of data that had been aggregated. Mining was the process of gathering and processing data to fit it into a block. A cryptographic hash (also known as a digital fingerprint) might be used to identify each block. So that blocks can create a chain from the first block (known as the Genesis Block) to the formed block, the formed block contains a hash of the previous block. All the data might be linked together using a linked list structure.

**Evaluation of Blockchain technology**

Blockchain technology was invented by Satoshi Nakamoto. "Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System" was published in 2008 by a person or group known as Nakamoto, proposing a direct internet payment between two parties. The study's purpose was to solve the problem of duplication, which means that digital money was easy to duplicate and spend. The resulting uncertainty hampered technological adoption.

By building a tamper-proof link between each transaction, the Nakamoto paper overcomes this problem. Nakamoto proposed using a public ledger to prevent tampering. To prevent the "double spending" problem, a network may utilize this ledger to validate the transaction history of an electronic currency submitted for payment.

Every computer, or "node," in blockchain copies the database. All nodes have the same data. This was vital to the success of blockchain technology. As the name implies, the data was kept in blocks. There were multiple transactions in each block, each with its unique reference number. A link to the previous transaction, as well as transaction details. Since the "genesis" block was the first in the chain, each node has access to all previous blocks. The time stamp gives each block in the chain an immutable temporal position.

A hypothetical transaction demonstrates how blockchain works. In a sales contract, a seller promises to sell a widget for one "coin." With each widget sent by the vendor, the buyer's account was debited one cent. Unveiling of a smart contract was the simplest explanation. A block was a collection of data that had been aggregated. Mining was the process of gathering and processing data to fit it into a block. A cryptographic hash (also known as a digital fingerprint) might be used to identify each block. So that blocks can create a chain from the first block (known as the Genesis Block) to the formed block, the formed block contains a hash of the previous block. All the data might be linked together using a linked list structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block Size</td>
<td>The size of the whole block.</td>
<td>4 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Header</td>
<td>Encrypted almost unique hash</td>
<td>80 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction</td>
<td>The number of transactions that follow</td>
<td>1 to 9 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter</td>
<td>Contains the transaction saved in the block</td>
<td>Depends on the transaction size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.1: Sectional Description of Blockchain**

Each stack block was identified as a hash written on the header. The Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-256) was used to create a fixed-size 256-bit hash that was virtually unique. The National Security Agency (NSA) created the widely utilized algorithm in 2001, which was used as the protocol to protect all federal communications. The SHA-256 algorithm will encrypt any size plaintext into a 256-byte binary value. The SHA-256 value was always a 256-bit binary value. A strictly one-way function. The SHA-256 encryption's core concept was shown here.

**Figure 2.2: Basic Function of the SHA-256**

Each header provides information that links a block to the preceding block in the chain, forming a chain that connects to the foundation, the very first block ever produced. The encrypted hash in a block's header was the block's main identification. A digital fingerprint was formed by merging two sorts of data: information about the newly created block and information about the previous block in the chain.

**Figure 2.3: Flow Diagram of SHA-256**

The Blockchain receives a block as soon as it was produced. When new blocks were received, the system kept a watch on them and updated the chain accordingly. A 'chain' of blocks was the simplest explanation. A block was a collection of data that had been aggregated. Mining was the process of gathering and processing data to fit it into a block. A cryptographic hash (also known as a digital fingerprint) might be used to identify each block. So that blocks can create a chain from the first block (known as the Genesis Block) to the formed block, the formed block contains a hash of the previous block. All the data might be linked together using a linked list structure.

**Figure 2.4: Connected Blocks into Chain**

Evaluation of Blockchain technology

Blockchain technology was invented by Satoshi Nakamoto. "Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System" was published in 2008 by a person or group known as Nakamoto, proposing a direct internet payment between two parties. The study's purpose was to solve the problem of duplication, which means that digital money was easy to duplicate and spend. The resulting uncertainty hampered technological adoption.

By building a tamper-proof link between each transaction, the Nakamoto paper overcomes this problem. Nakamoto proposed using a public ledger to prevent tampering. To prevent the "double spending" problem, a network may utilize this ledger to validate the transaction history of an electronic currency submitted for payment.
enabled. The other nodes receive the transaction and verify the buyer's identity. It holds the currency promised to the widget seller. Verification may include verifying the buyer's account for sufficient funds for the purchase. To create an immutable record, nodes in the network must solve a mathematical problem to add a new block of transactions to the chain. Consequently, the buyer cannot spend the money he gave the seller since everyone knows he no longer owns it.

**Chain management**

It's possible that the technology's actual appeal was due to the entire transparency it gives, not the ability to stay anonymous like cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. The blockchain technology underpinning it has applications in an increasing number of sectors.

"A decentralized platform that executes smart contracts," Ethereum defined blockchain in 2013. There was also a statement that blockchain "allows developers to establish marketplaces, store debt or promise registries, transfer money in line with instructions made in the past" (e.g., a will or futures contract). Unlike Bitcoin, which was primarily a currency, Ethereum was "a ledger technology that corporations were leveraging to build new applications."

**Existing systems**

Many nations now have computerized voting systems in place. Estonia was the first to do so, and it was the only nation that has done so far. In Estonia's latest election, approximately 30.5 percent of all votes were cast online. To develop a better voting platform, we studied several current systems, like Estonia, identified their weaknesses, and devised a new approach. Estonia issued each resident a national ID card, which served as the voting system's core hub. The voter's identity was protected by this card. The voting procedure begins with the voter entering their card into a card reader after visiting the voting website on the link computer. The system then requests their PIN and verifies their voting eligibility, allowing them to cast their ballot only after successful authentication. Voters have until four days before Election Day to vote in this procedure. Consumers might vote using their cell phones if a card reader was unavailable. The VFS (Vote Forwarding Server), VSS (Vote Storage Server), and VCS (Vote Control Server) servers were used in this approach (Vote Counting Server)31.

When a voter submits a ballot, it was first routed via the VFS and VSS, which were both open to the public (where the vote in encrypted and stored until the election period was over). All votes in the VSS were de-identified before being transmitted to the VCS via DVD34. This VCS was isolated from all networks; it decrypts and counts all votes before displaying the results. This method has been researched by several researchers, who have uncovered several security issues. This system's centralized functionality allows any attackers or other parties to perform database modifications [3]. This approach also enables voters to vote as often as they like within the four days they have available. In this paradigm, the voter cannot know whether his vote was cast for the correct party, which might lead to any third-party alterations to the casted vote. As a result, the users cannot agree on the final count.

Also found the New South Wales Vote System, which we've modified. This approach solves the problem by allowing the voter to choose a six-digit PIN. The voter theologans' system was based on using an ID and a PIN. Each voter was given a 12-digit receipt number upon successful verification. To verify the vote, the voter must provide their ID, PIN, and receipt number, which was an optional choice50.

Another system, Team Plymouth Pioneers, devised a Blockchain-based alternative. This was followed by the creation of two blockchains, one for keeping voter information (Voter's Blockchain) and the other for recording vote data (Votes Blockchain). The voter's Blockchain was used to authenticate their right to vote, and the vote cast was recorded in the votes Blockchain. Once a vote was cast, the information of the corresponding voter was removed from the voter's Blockchain.

Another way to fix this system was to create a situation in which voting for a candidate was linked to a bitcoin transaction. Each voter who intends to vote sends a Ballot Coin to the wallet of the selected party, and the total number of Ballot Coins in each candidate's wallet determines the outcome. Valid votes were only kept on the Blockchain in this manner (Secure Electronic Voting System using Blockchain Technology)58.

3. **Methodology**

**Idealizing Sri Lankan's Electoral system and Demography**

As noted in the chapter on the literature study, the electoral system and population of a nation were dependent on the ultimate design of electronic voting systems. Since the research was conducted in the setting of Sri Lankan elections, the e-voting system's functionality and design were based on Sri Lanka's electoral environment. The method provided in this study still involves the use of voting centers. That was not viable to provide direct e-voting on voter-owned devices in Sri Lanka due to the country's limited internet and technology accessibility and technological literacy. According to the suggested proposal, voters were expected to cast their ballots at polling centers identical to those used under the present system58.

There were Twenty-two electoral districts comprise Sri Lanka's election system. Therefore, this separation was considered when building the proposed system's architecture. This chapter provided information on the research methods utilized for this Research. The next chapter explains the suggested solution for the electronic voting system while offering details on the reference implementation56.

As indicated earlier, the proposed electronic voting method requires voters to cast their ballots at polling centers. As previously indicated, the scope of this research will primarily focus on the voting and vote counting phases of elections. Thus, it was presumed that all eligible voters previously were added to the electronic voting system, and the required functions for adding eligible voters to the electronic voting system were supplied at the implementation level.

Once a voter was entered the polling place, they were required to present a valid form of identification. That was
the national identification card or the passport in Sri Lanka. All eligible voters were added to the e-voting system with this unique identifier before the elections (national identity card number was used for the prototype design).

The election officer at the polling location were verified the voter's identification and inserted the reference number into the electronic voting system. The system’s next thing was verified the authenticity of the submitted unique reference by comparing it to the data in the ledger. The submitted reference was only demanded legitimate if it was accessible as an eligible voter and a vote has not yet been cast. If the user's information was invalid, the system was planned to return a warning, and the user had been unable to vote. If the input were legitimate, the system would return a temporary token that had been allocated to the voter on the client side if the input was valid. The voter will then cast their ballot, and this information, together with the temporary token, had been transmitted to the electronic voting system.

If the temporary token was legitimate, the electronic voting system was saved the vote in the ledger and updated vote totals. Finally, the system will produce a unique token and return it. The voter can keep this token and subsequently use it to confirm that the vote has been counted.

**System components and architecture**

**Hyperledger Fabric Network Design**

For the electronic voting system, the Hyperledger Fabric blockchain was set up under a single organization. Since the electronic voting system was a single system, all participants have accessed the system's shared information. The blockchain may model this as a single 'organization.'

The 'organization' comprised several 'peers' nodes that manage the voting base. If necessary, the number of peers have been increased or decreased vertically to accommodate the number of voters. Following the concept of Hyperledger Fabric, each 'Peer node' will have a 'ledger' copy and a 'world state' DB instance. The 'Couch DB' database was utilized for the 'world state' database as it was the preferred option for production-grade systems utilizing Hyperledger Fabric. At each of these 'peer' nodes, the e-voting 'chain code' comprising numerous Smart Contracts that comprise the whole e-voting system's logic had been implemented. This allows all Peer nodes to participate in electronic voting functions.

A multiple node 'ordering service' had been set up to use RAFT as the consensus mechanism. The advice from the Hyperledger Fabric documentation influences the selection of the RAFT consensus method, as it was the preferred algorithm at the time of this research. For all "peer" and "ordering service," a single "channel" had connected nodes. Multiple Channels may be utilized to subdivide the network, if necessary. Nevertheless, with this suggested system, all 'peer nodes' must be engaged in the e-voting features and share information. Consequently, a single 'channel' was utilized to connect all 'peer nodes' and sustain the flow of information.

Two 'Certificate authority' instances served as 'Membership Service Provider' (MSP) of the 'organization' and 'ordering service nodes. According to the design of the Hyperledger Fabric platform, separate "certificate authorities" were required for each "organization" and "orderer service." These instances of 'Certificate authority' were used for the authentication and authorization of network participants.

According to the proposed scenario, electronic voting was possible while some voters cast their ballots on paper. A certain organizer wants to conduct a vote that allows for electronic voting. There was a registration deadline announced. Until now, every voter eligible to vote may signal their desire to vote online. After entering the system using credentials obtained from the voting organizer (for example, x.509 certificates), the user must be notified about using the system (decisions were changed later if registration time was not over).
Design of the Application API Layers
A service application layer composed of REST web services serves as access points to the Smart Contracts. Interact with the distributed ledger system. The Hyperledger Fabric Software Development Kit (SDK) provides the capabilities necessary to connect safely and effectively with Smart Contracts in the network. Admin, the services give access to administrative functions such as election definition, voter registration, and ballot validation. Through REST APIs, users may register, start and finish voting periods, and publish results. Client services give access to voting-related features such as voter identification. REST APIs were used for validation, saving votes, and producing vote references.

Administrative clients link to the administration service cluster and voting center clients. Link to the cluster of Client service providers.

These REST services utilize NodeJS. The primary justification for picking NodeJS is. Supported by the default SDK of the Hyperledger Fabric. It was crucial to realize that this application layer contains no capabilities or data. The e-voting system’s logic was handled via a communication layer with the blockchain, in addition to Intelligent Contracts. The following diagram depicts the system architecture of the proposed electronic voting system.

Aspects of the E-voting system's deployment
The Hyperledger Fabric blockchain platform was intended as docker images that were deployment ready. Each ‘peer’ requires two Docker containers, one for the ‘peer’ and the other for ‘CouchDB.’ Instances of the ‘Ordering Service’ were deployed as Docker containers. Two more Docker containers were built for the Certificate Authorities (MSP). Admin REST services and client REST services were deployed in distinct Docker containers.
Since this suggested system requires many Docker containers, a container orchestration solution such as Docker Swarm or Kubernetes was employed for management purposes.

**Steps of the voting process**

a) Network configuration,

b) Voting configuration,

c) User registration,

d) Voting

**a) Network configuration**

In the first phase, the chief administrator specifies the permissions (read, write) and the number of nodes each organization has. Then, it expands the network, adds nodes for each organization where CAs were situated, loads logic (chain code), and defines the ordering of nodes that had been involved in achieving consensus on adding transactions in the ledger.

**b) Voting configuration**

Each Dep administrator created the extra data (start/end of voting and registration, list of voters) required to conduct voting among departmental voters. This information must be entered into the ledger since it was required for the local election. Also, at this step, two key pairs were formed for each unit. The public one was recorded to the ledger, while the private one was stored in the private data collection, a Hyperledger Fabric mechanism restricting data access. After each user's data was downloaded, the list of accessible polls was updated.

**c) User Registration**

This step was essentially required for several reasons: To keep the ability of a voter to vote using paper-based ballots (if the user was not registered, he can only vote in the conventional manner) and to protect the privacy of the voter's vote and maintain eligibility.

![User Registration for E-Voting](image)

**Figure 3.10: User Registration for E-Voting**

- **Registering a Public Key that corresponds to a Private Key.**
  - The person was Only Known by Voter and NIC. The user has a signed public key delivered to the Chain code anonymously via the Identity mixer. Both Public and Private Keys had been examined. If they were accurate, the public was added to the distributed ledger. During the voting phase, voter requests were anonymous; therefore, eligibility may be checked using public keys.

- **Testing the Registration Process and Validation**
  - Validation Process and Test Registration Runs were tested Using Dummy Data sets which Have to be True and Accurate within the department of Person Registration of Sri Lanka. The process was combined with the dummy data set and the configuration test. While feeding the Data from the Input side, the Process Validated the processors and had been given the proper next steps as mentioned above.

![Dummy Data Set of Voters and Necessary Inputs](image)

**Figure 3.11: Dummy Data Set of Voters and Necessary Inputs**
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Obtaining a Blind Signature (Sub Step).
Each user creates a pair of keys (public) and (private) and a random integer upon registration. The hash function over the voter’s public key has Functioned with each other. The outcome of this expression and the voter’s election preferences were transmitted to the Chain code, which was responsible for the registration logic. It verifies if the current user was permitted to vote based on information from the CA (Election Commission and the Department for Registration of Persons). If genuine, Voter’s Identity was signed through the department’s private key. The received data is transmitted back to the user. Then, the Chain code records information to the ledger indicating that the current user has gotten a blind signature. After the voter registration process, the list of voters (if supplied) was utilized to prevent revoting.

4. Results and Discussion

Designing and Implementing the Application.
The initial thing that needed to be covered was designing and implementing the application. The Whole Design was implemented using the Hyperledger Fabric and With the Smart Contracts. The implementation is the same for both Web applications and the Mobile application. As a result, the mobile application (APK) and the web application Were implemented to make the basic desires. Used the mentioned platform and Successfully Ran the System In a Small Spaced (4GB RAM, Intel(R) Core (TM) i3-10110U CPU @ 2.10GHz 2.59 GHz) Device. The designs Performance had been dependent on the device and the type of memory it has. To make more reliable on the system or the proposed application More Spaced or connected Hubs were preferable.

```
jsonBody["$class"] = "BVCSL";
jsonBody["voteId"] = "t" + Math.abs(hash(new Date()).getTime().toString() + voteId);
jsonBody["ballot"]= ballotId;
jsonBody["newOwner"] = candidateId;
console.log(jsonBody);
```

Figure 4.3: Public Key Appearance as a Final Output

Protect the Voter’s Privacy & Encrypt and Authority
The methodology Network Configuration Chapter Covered how to protect the Voter’s privacy so that Others Cannot See the Voter’s ID. The User Registration Section on the methodology clearly defined and made public but specific Key Using Person’s NIC and that were Proceed only when the Voter’s NIC was Valid and after verifying it from the person registration Department of Sri Lanka. As mentioned above, that generated key also Prevents the reverse biased process. That makes voter’s Privacy Secure. Encrypt and authority in here is the Only Viewers had been the One Admin from the Named Authorities like Election Commission in Sri Lanka, Department of Registration persons and subdivision and Proportional system at district and provincial levels. The Assigns CA’s were had been Connected with the Hyperledger and Part of the created Blocks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voting Process Time</th>
<th>Transaction Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samples (Individual Voters)</td>
<td>Min (s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First 100</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest 900</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reducing the Time of the Counting Process
One can see that response times vary with the number of concurrent users consuming the system when looking at the prototype system. In the prototype configuration, a single system with two core CPUs and 4 GB of RAM was shared by two peer nodes, two CouchDB nodes, and one REST service. As you can see, when the number of Voters increases, the Transaction speed was Decreased. The prototype system can process 100 voters in less than one minute with only three concurrent users, even with the worst-case response time. Assumed it takes 10 seconds for a single “voter.” To assess the scalability of the prototype system, it
must be deployed with enough resources and services separated. Response times vary with the number of concurrent users consuming the system. However, it has been shown that the average reaction time of the voting stages fluctuates between three and four seconds when considering three concurrent voters.

Since the Paper Ballot traditional voting system was takes more than 10 minutes for the transaction Process and even takes hours to collect and evaluate the results. The proposed system was more accurate than the Traditional one: the Voter Registration and the process time slots are displayed in the above Figures. Manipulate the rejected Votes and Block the Fake Votes.

Eventually, there won’t have any fake Votes since the Authorities were Making Up the Public key with Registered NIC Numbers, As mentioned in the Blind Signature chapter in methodology. Double Voting is Also disabled in the scenario.

![Figure 4.6: Voter Count Accuracy](image)

Advantages and effectiveness of the traditional voting system and the Blockchain-based voting system. For The use of Easily Compare, the given table had been presented the Advantages and Disadvantages Between E-voting a system, Ballot based Voting systems, and the Proposed one

![Figure 4.9: Test Run Result Using Dummy Vote Set](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Ballot Based System</th>
<th>Electronic Voting Machin</th>
<th>(Proposed Blockchain approach)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Average (When the system was interconnected to the large scale one system, Probability of accessibility had been less on less Run)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validity of Ballot</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud Prevention</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vote Tally Time Factor</td>
<td>Extremely Slow</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Advance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease for Voter Turn Out</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoption Rate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Negligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Factor</td>
<td>Expensive</td>
<td>Extremely Expensive</td>
<td>Average (Less on Long Runs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Required</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

Every registered voter had been able to vote via any Internet-connected device. In addition, the proposed technology addresses aspects that were not currently addressed, such as a secure timing of voting abroad, the automatic management of electoral lists, integration of the identification process with that of advanced voting secrecy, and automatic and trustworthy mechanisms to ensure the security of voting. It was anticipated that the suggested
solution architecture, prototype system, and published data would serve as a foundation for future research on private blockchains for e-voting systems.

Since the Generated Pk was unique to each Voter and It creates within the Voter’s Unique NIC number. Choose CouchDB Over LevelDB since the LevelDBhas the high risk of backward Process and the Limitation within the Entities or the large number of entries. When Using the Couch DB there was an extra advantage of store and Clouding within the forward only Process. Is someone breaks the Rules and Wanted to Back the Proceed It’s Impossible since the Couch DB is a storage which can’t decode.

In this case when the Voter amount Increase the higher the time laps occurred. As Suggested, it will mitigate while working with the industrial Equipment and Supplies. The finally critical requirements were manipulating theRejected and Fake Votes. As discuss within the Result section the Fake votes were negotiable than to the traditional voting Procedure. Because of the Unequally generated PK.

The goal of the design and testing of the proposed electronic voting system was to determine the viability of a decentralized solution capable of satisfying the most stringent criteria of both public settings and private corporate consortiums. Based on preliminary findings, it was evident that blockchain met the requirements for electronic voting systems. Include openness, consistency, and resiliency. In addition, the advancement was apparent. Enables blockchain technology to automate activities in an immutable and safe manner.

6. Further Development

Implementation Scenario & Increase the Efficiency

To simulate a production-grade deployment and evaluate the system’s capabilities, the proposed system must be deployed in a distributed network with several worker nodes. And, while using Hyperledger fabric

It’s better to Combine with IBM developer Platform for record and Finalize the Implementation in Friendlier Environment. The Coding and The Development Method will be different from the given method. But the Basics with the Development Process will be based on Suggested Scenario.

Data from CouchDB was accessible via an HTTP URI. This enables do HTTP actions on data (GET, DELETE, PUT, and POST). With indices, the state database enables querying huge quantities of chain code more effective and versatile, and Level DB provides a straightforward, quick database with less overhead than CouchDB.

For the testing Purpose or research Purpose, suggest using the Upgrade Version of the Hyperledger fabric alone with the Docker Software. Make sure to match the Versions and Upgrade them as same. And convert the operating System into the Ubuntu for the latest version as well, since the Hyperledger was the Linux based Platform. Because the Version of all above will be dependable criteria for the Time efficiency and Transaction speed. Moreover, the hashes generating speed is dependent on the Type of the Computer than we wanted to test the scenario so far.
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